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Solar Energy
Sun Power on Earth

Building Science Concepts

Concept Overview
About the overview

PLANET EARTH AND BEYOND

The diagram below shows the science concepts outlined
in this book. The arrows show the links between
concepts and how they might build in sequence. A
“big idea” shows how a fully developed understanding
of the concepts might look. Such an understanding
might not be achieved until level 7 or 8. The big
ideas are included to help you build appropriate
concepts with your children, whatever their age.

Achievement Aim Three:
Investigate and understand relationships between planet
Earth and its solar system, galaxy, and the universe.
P H Y S I C A L WO R L D

Achievement Aim Two:
Establish scientific concepts of energy and investigate
ways in which energy changes can be put to use.
Achievement Aim Four:
Explain how physical phenomena are used in everyday
technology and how such technology affects people and
their environment.

Big Idea

Big Idea

Big Idea

The amount of
solar energy
available to us is
linked to our
“place in space”.

The solar energy
available to us
determines the
conditions for life
on Earth.

We use a wide
variety of
technologies to
harness and
transform the heat
and light energy we
get from the Sun.
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Because energy in the form of heat and light from the Sun reaches the Earth all the time, solar
energy is a renewable energy source.

To reach the Earth's
surface, the Sun's heat
energy and light energy
have to travel through the
Earth's atmosphere.

Some surfaces on the
Earth absorb the Sun's
heat energy better than
others; some reflect it
better than others.

We use various
technologies to collect
the Sun's energy for
immediate or later use.

The amounts of heat
energy and light energy
that reach the Earth's
surface vary according to
the time of day, the
weather, the time of year,
and the place.

When the Sun's heat and
light energy reach the
Earth, some is absorbed
and some is reflected.

Materials on the Earth
vary considerably in their
ability to store or reflect
the Sun's heat and light.

We feel the effects of the Sun, even when it’s not a sunny day.
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The Sun keeps us warm and helps us to see.
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